Troubleshooting

Initial response
Operator
- Safety checks and emergency measures
- Calls, notices
- Investigate cause of the problem and deliberate on countermeasures
- Submit problem report
- Recovery/recurrence prevention measure
- Roll out on same level

Government
- Grasp situation
- Announcement to news media (Hold press conference
  INES provisional assessment)
- Content check
- Receipt of problem report
- Status check
- Announcement to news media (Hold a press conference on cause and countermeasures)
- Disclosure of reports
  Nuclear power plant library, etc.

Investigation/study
Local government
- Communication and coordination

Recurrence prevention measure
Local government
- Communication and coordination

Problem occurs
- Calls, notices
- Grasp situation
- Announcement to news media (Hold press conference
  INES provisional assessment)
- Receipt of problem report
- Status check
- Announcement to news media (Hold a press conference on cause and countermeasures)
- Disclosure of reports
  Nuclear power plant library, etc.
- Recovery/recurrence prevention measure
  Roll out on same level
  Other nuclear power plants

Notes:
- INES: International Nuclear Event Scale
- JAERO: Japanese Agency for Nuclear Energy Regulations
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